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Abstract In this paper, we present stylistic scene en-
hancement GAN, SSE-GAN, a conditional Wasserstein
GAN-based approach to automatic generation of mixed
stylistic enhancements for 3D indoor scenes. An en-
hancement indicates factors that can influence the style
of an indoor scene such as furniture colors and occur-
rence of small objects. To facilitate network training, we
propose a novel enhancement feature encoding method,
which represents an enhancement by a multi-one-hot
vector, and effectively accommodates different enhance-
ment factors. A Gumbel-Softmax module is introduced
in the generator network to enable the generation of
high fidelity enhancement features that can better con-
fuse the discriminator. Experiments show that our ap-
proach is superior to the other baseline methods and
successfully models the relationship between the style
distribution and scene enhancements. Thus, although
only trained with a dataset of room images in single
styles, the trained generator can generate mixed stylis-
tic enhancements by specifying multiple styles as the
condition. Our approach is the first to apply a Gumbel-
Softmax module in conditional Wasserstein GANs, as
well as the first to explore the application of GAN-based
models in the scene enhancement field.
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1 Introduction
It is very common that an indoor room possesses more
than one interior style (e.g., both modern and girl).
Automatic generation of mixed stylistic enhancements
for a 3D indoor scene is crucial for constructing real-
istic virtual environments in a plethora of applications
such as computer games, 3D movies, and interior de-
sign. An enhancement for an indoor scene in this pa-
per refers to the aspects that can influence the style of
the scene, such as furniture colors, geometry, and small
object occurrence. Although it is trivial to obtain 3D
indoor scenes from online 3D repositories [1], 3D in-
door scene dataset [27], and automatic scene synthesis
methods [29], these scenes usually cannot be character-
ized by one or more specific styles such as romantic,
modern, etc. Moreover, it is time-consuming for design-
ers to manually create mixed stylistic enhancements,
which involves carefully selecting the color for each fur-
niture object and picking specific small objects to place
into the 3D scene while regarding the semantics of the
styles. Therefore, an approach that can automatically
generate enhancements of one or more styles is highly
demanded to save tedious labor work.
A few recent works have been proposed to tackle
the problem of stylistic enhancement generation for 3D
indoor scenes. However, they either only consider one
aspect of enhancement factors at a time, e.g., chang-
ing furniture materials [6,8], or can only produce scene
enhancements of a single interior style such as roman-
tic [6,33]. Thus, these methods cannot generate mixed
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stylistic enhancements for 3D indoor scenes while tak-
ing into account multiple enhancement factors.
To address this challenge, we need to model the un-
derlying distribution of 3D indoor scene enhancements
conditioned on a few style words, which might be multi-
modal and quite complex. Inspired by the impressive
success in applying conditional Generative Adversarial
Networks (cGAN) [23] to many conditional generation
tasks such as synthesizing images from text descrip-
tions [26], we base our approach on cGAN. However, it
is tricky to uniformly represent different enhancement
factors such as furniture colors and small object occur-
rence in a form that can be fed into the networks. Thus,
a dedicated encoding scheme is required.
In this paper, we propose stylistic scene enhance-
ment GAN (SSE-GAN), a novel GAN-based approach
to stylistic scene enhancement generation. We use two
enhancement factors introduced in [33] for illustrating
our method, including color for furniture categories and
occurrence for small object categories. Specifically, an
image dataset with style labels is used as our train-
ing data. To enable the learning of SSE-GAN, we ex-
tract the enhancement information in each image and
represent it with an enhancement vector through a
novel encoding method. SSE-GAN regards a style as
the condition and generates enhancement feature vec-
tors that are consistent with the style. The generator
and discriminator in SSE-GAN are trained adversari-
ally. To generate enhancement feature vectors that are
hard to be distinguished from the real ones by the dis-
criminator, we introduce a novel Gumbel-Softmax mod-
ule in the generator. We also utilize Wasserstein GAN
(WGAN) architecture [13] to stabilize the training pro-
cess and increase the diversity of generated enhance-
ments.
SSE-GAN learns the enhancement distribution con-
ditioned on different styles. Thus, it can generate mixed
stylistic scene enhancements even though it is trained
by scenes of single styles. Therefore, with the trained
generator, diverse enhancement feature vectors repre-
senting one or more scene styles can be generated by
manipulating the condition styles. These feature vectors
can then be applied to 3D indoor scenes to obtain the fi-
nal enhancement results. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to introduce the conditional Wasserstein
GAN with a Gumbel-Softmax module and to address
the scene enhancement problem with a GAN-based ap-
proach.
Our main contributions are as follows:
– We propose SSE-GAN to generate stylistic scene
enhancements of one or more styles for 3D indoor
scenes. The trained generator can generate single,
mixed and in-between stylistic enhancements with
different styles.
– We introduce a novel scene enhancement encoding
method to accommodate different enhancement fac-
tors such as furniture colors and small object occur-
rence into a feature vector, which enables the learn-
ing and generation of scene enhancements by deep
neural networks.
– We introduce a novel Gumbel-Softmax module to
the generator architecture that facilitates the gen-
eration of high fidelity enhancement feature vectors.
2 Related Work
2.1 Stylistic scene enhancement
In this paper, an enhancement of a 3D scene includes
coloring furniture objects and placing small objects into
the scene. Therefore, we review the related works about
the two aspects accordingly. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a
framework that enhances an input 3D scene with a style
word by coloring the furniture objects and placing ad-
ditional small objects. Chen et al. [6] trained a Bayesian
network to recommend colors for furniture objects con-
cerning a few styles. However, both methods can only
take one style word at a time so they cannot be used to
generate mixed stylistic enhancements. Moreover, lack-
ing small objects in the results of [6] reduces the realism
of the generated enhancements. Image2Scene [9] trans-
fers the style from an image to a 3D indoor scene by
recoloring and rearranging the furniture objects. The
style can only be captured by one image, and they re-
quire the image and the 3D scene be well corresponded.
Thus, it is not scalable or flexible to apply their method
to other scenes or mixed styles.
Different from these methods, our approach learns
the distribution of scene enhancements conditioned on a
few style words with a conditional GAN-based model.
Thus, mixed stylistic enhancements can be generated
by using multiple styles as the condition.
2.2 Generative Adversarial Networks in 3D
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [12] have been
popular since proposed, and have achieved impressive
performance in various tasks such as DC-GAN [25] for
image generation, CartoonGAN [10] for image styliza-
tion, and GP-GAN [30] for high-resolution image blend-
ing, etc. Comparatively, due to the increase of dimen-
sionality of 3D, applications of GANs in the 3D field are
less. Wu et al. [31] presented 3D-GAN which employs
volumetric convolution in GAN to generate 3D voxels.
Liu et al. [18] used a GAN to assist users in modeling
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3D shapes interactively by creating a projection oper-
ator on top of 3D-GAN, which maps a 3D voxel input
to a latent space. Chen et al. [7] proposed a conditional
Wasserstein GAN framework [2,13] based method to
generate colored 3D shapes from natural language.
While these methods focus on modeling images or
3D shapes, our approach aims at modeling the style of
3D scene enhancements. Our approach is the first to
model scene enhancements in a generative adversarial
manner. Moreover, although both our method and [7]
are based on conditional Wasserstein GAN (cWGAN),
a novel Gumbel-Softmax module is introduced in our
network architecture to enable the generation of our
proposed enhancement feature representation.
2.3 Categorical variable generation
In this paper, we use a one-hot vector to encode the
color for a furniture category or the occurrence for a
small object category. The one-hot vectors of all the
categories are combined to form a multi-one-hot vec-
tor to represent an enhancement feature. Each one-hot
vector is regarded as a categorical variable while the
multi-one-hot enhancement feature vector is regarded
as a multi-categorical variable.
However, GANs are mostly applied to generate data
in continuous domains, such as images [15], audios [11]
and 3D volumes [31]. It is hard to generate categori-
cal data using GANs because it usually involves a non-
differentiable sampling process, e.g., an argmax oper-
ation after a softmax layer, which makes it hard to
calculate the gradients and blocks backpropagation.
Two concurrent works tackled the same problem in a
very similar way using variational autoencoders (VAE).
Specifically, Jang et al. [16] proposed the Gumbel-
Softmax distribution and Maddison et al. [20] proposed
the Concrete-Distribution. Both distributions are dif-
ferentiable and can be used to approximate a categor-
ical distribution. Thus, they can be used to replace
the previous ill-posed argmax structure in the gener-
ative models. As these two distributions are almost the
same in their formulations, we refer to them as Gumbel-
Softmax in the rest of this paper.
Recently, in order to generate multi-categorical
data, Camino et al. [4] applied a Gumbel-Softmax layer
in the output layer of several different network struc-
tures such as the vanilla GANs [12] and adversarially
regularized autoencoders (ARAE) [21]. Different from
their work, we introduce the Gumbel-Softmax mod-
ule in the Wasserstein GAN rather than the vanilla
GANs. Moreover, our networks are conditional, which
take one or more style words as the condition. As far as
we know, we are the first to explore the generation of
multi-categorical variables in a conditional manner with
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Fig. 1 Overview of our scene enhancement pipeline.
a cWGAN-based architecture by a particular Gumbel-
Softmax module.
3 Overview
Given an input 3D scene with initially arranged furni-
ture objects and one or more style words, our goal is to
suggest a few scene enhancements for the input scene
according to the input style word(s). Although there are
many factors that may affect the style of a 3D scene,
in this paper, we limit our discussion to two factors,
including the color of furniture objects and occurrence
of particular small object categories.
Fig. 1 summarizes the pipeline of our approach. A
labeled indoor room image dataset is used to learn the
distribution of scene enhancements conditioned on the
style words. The information of furniture colors and oc-
currence of small objects in each image is extracted and
encoded into a scene enhancement vector x by our novel
enhancement encoding method. The style label of the
image is represented by a one-hot style vector w. We
will detail the image dataset and the enhancement fea-
ture encoding method in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
In order to increase the diversity of the results,
we base our generative model on Wasserstein GAN
(WGAN) with gradient penalty in the conditional
sense. Specifically, the discriminator D takes a pair of
vectors as input, i.e., an enhancement feature vector x
and a style vector condition w, and outputs a score,
D(x|w), which indicates how well x is conditioned on
w. The generator G takes a noise vector z and w as in-
put, and generates a ‘fake’ enhancement feature vector
x˜ = G(z|w). Generally, D tries to distinguish between
samples from the real image dataset and samples gen-
erated from G, while G is tasked with generating as real
samples as possible to confuse D. The real (x) and fake
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(x˜) samples are highlighted by green and red boxes re-
spectively in Fig. 1. In order to increase the similarity
between the real features x and the generated fake fea-
tures x˜, a special activation function Gumbel-Softmax
is introduced into the generator network to generate
high fidelity feature vectors x˜. The architecture and
training of D and G are detailed in Sec. 5.
As shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1, with the
trained generator and an input 3D scene (the gray im-
age), one can obtain a scene enhancement (the upper
left color image) as follows. First, pass a random noise
z and a style vector w as the condition to the genera-
tor. Then, apply the enhancement information decoded
from the generated enhancement feature vector x˜ to
the input 3D scene. We will detail the feature decoding
and enhancement generation in Sec. 4.4.
4 Scene enhancement encoding and generation
4.1 Dataset
As stylistic 3D indoor scenes are very limited, we use
the image dataset from [33] as the training data. The
dataset contains 400 images in total, and each image is
labeled with a style word. Let Y = {yk | k = 1, . . . , NY }
denote the set of style words, where NY = 4 in our
experiments, including girl, boy, romantic and modern.
Let F = {fi | i = 1, . . . , NF } denote the set of all
the furniture categories and S = {sj | j = 1, . . . , NS}
denote the set of all the small object categories. NF
and NS are 21 and 42 in our experiments, respectively.
Besides the style label, each image is also annotated
with colors for all the furniture categories present in
the image and the small object categories it contains.
4.2 Enhancement feature encoding
Unlike [33], our approach does not differentiate living
rooms and bedrooms in the dataset. We categorize the
enhancement information of furniture colors and occur-
rence of small objects by clustering. Specifically, for a
furniture category fi, all the colors from it across the
whole dataset are clustered into NC color clusters, de-
noted by set Ci, where |Ci| = NC . NC = 15 in our
experiments. For a small object category sj , all the im-
ages that contain it form one cluster and the remaining
images form the other cluster. Similarly, the two clus-
ters are denoted by Oj where |Oj | = 2. Moreover, we
use Cik and O
j
k to indicate the k
th cluster for fi and sj ,
respectively.
Each cluster of either a furniture category or a small
object category can be seen as a categorical variable and
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Fig. 2 Illustration of our enhancement feature encoding:
one-hot vectors from NF furniture categories and NS small
object categories are concatenated to be an enhancement fea-
ture vector x of length NF · NC + 2NS .
is represented by a one-hot encoded vector. For clarity,
we use corresponding lowercase letters to denote the
vectors. Specifically, we use ci ∈ {0, 1}NC to denote a
color cluster for a furniture category fi, where only one
element of ci, say cik is set to one to denote the k
th
cluster in Ci, i.e., Cik, and all the other elements are
set to zero. Similarly, we use oj ∈ {0, 1}2 to denote an
occurrence indicator cluster for a small object category
sj , where o
j
1 = 1 and o
j
2 = 0 when the small object
category is present, and oj1 = 0 and o
j
2 = 1 otherwise.
Each ci and oj is a one-hot vector. Concatenating all
these vectors ci and oj together gives the enhancement
feature vector x ∈ {0, 1}NE , which is of the multi-one-
hot form. NE = NF ·NC +2NS is the length of x. The
components of an enhancement feature vector are illus-
trated in Fig. 2, assuming fi is chair and sj is mirror.
Style word condition. Each image in the dataset
is labeled with only one style word. Therefore, during
the training, we use a one-hot vector w to denote a
style word. Specifically, for a style word yi ∈ Y , wi is
set to one while all the other elements are set to zero.
4.3 Data pre-processing
Training data augmentation. The number of im-
ages in the original dataset is not adequate for training
our model. To avoid overfitting, we synthesize 2000 en-
hancement feature vectors for each style word y ∈ Y
using 80% of the image dataset. The remaining data is
left for testing. The synthesized dataset is denoted by
Tr-Syn. Specifically, we first learn the probability dis-
tribution for each cluster of furniture categories condi-
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tioned on style y, p(Cik|fi, y), by enumerating the furni-
ture objects of furniture category fi belonging to color
cluster Cik from images of style y in the original dataset.
Similarly, the probability distribution for the clusters of
each small object category is also learned and denoted
by p(Ojk|sj , y). Then, in the synthesis process, given a
style word y, for a furniture category fi, a cluster C
i
p is
drawn from the learned distribution p(Cik|fi, y) and the
corresponding one-hot vector is generated by specifying
cip = 1 in c
i. For a small object category sj , O
j
q is drawn
from the learned distribution p(Ojk|sj , y) and o
j is gen-
erated in a similar way. Lastly, an enhancement feature
vector given y can be obtained by first sampling for
all the furniture and small object categories, and then
concatenating their corresponding one-hot vectors.
Feature completion. Some images in the dataset
from [33] do not contain all the furniture categories,
so the color information for the absent categories is
missing. However, the enhancement feature vector x
is composed of one-hot vectors from the whole set of
furniture categories. Thus, for a missing furniture cate-
gory in an image, say fv, we randomly sample a cluster
from Cv and obtain its one-hot vector cv. The ratio-
nale behind this operation is that, when the furniture
instance of a category is absent in an image, we can
safely assume that the color of the missing furniture has
an equal probability to be in any one of the color clus-
ters. It guarantees that the enhancement feature vector
extracted from each image is always in the multi-one-
hot form regardless of how many furniture categories
are present in it, which increases the robustness of our
training process. Small object categories are free from
this problem because, for each image, we can always as-
sign one of the two occurrence clusters, i.e., ‘presence’
or ‘absence’, to each small object category.
4.4 Scene enhancement generation
To enhance a scene, the color cluster for each furniture
category and the presence of each small object cate-
gory in the scene are decoded from an enhancement
feature vector x. The decoding process can be seen as
the reverse process of feature encoding in Fig. 2. Specif-
ically, x is split into NF one-hot vectors denoting color
clusters for furniture categories and NS one-hot vectors
denoting the presence of small object categories.
Afterwards, each furniture object of furniture cate-
gory fi in the input scene is colored with a randomly
selected color from the color cluster indicated by the
one-hot vector of fi. For each small object category sj ,
if its cluster Oj1 (presence) is indicated by the one-hot
vector of sj , one of the 3D objects from sj will be se-
lected and arranged into the input scene. We adopt the
method in [33] to color furniture objects and arrange
small objects in a 3D scene, which takes less than 1
minute to generate an enhancement.
5 Stylistic scene enhancement GAN
As our goal is to generate scene enhancements accord-
ing to one or multiple style words, we formulate our
model based on a conditional GAN. Furthermore, to
avoid the mode collapse issues in the traditional GANs
and to improve the diversity of the generated enhance-
ments, we specifically employ Wasserstein GAN [2] in
a conditional sense. To deal with the sparsity and the
one-hot-like features in our problem, we introduce the
Gumbel-Softmax module to the generator network.
The network architecture and the training loss are
detailed in Secs. 5.1 and 5.2. The training parameters
and schemes are described in Sec. 5.3. The generation
of a valid enhancement feature vector with the trained
generator is introduced in Sec. 5.4.
5.1 Network architecture
Fig. 3 demonstrates the architecture of the generator
and discriminator networks used in this paper.
5.1.1 Generator
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the generator (G) takes a noise
vector z ∼ Pz, and a style vector w ∼ Pw as the condi-
tion for the input, and outputs an enhancement feature
vector x˜. The two inputs are first mapped to two par-
allel fully connected layers of 64 units, i.e., L1A and
L1B , collectively denoted by L1. Afterwards, the two
layers in L1 are concatenated into one layer, which is
mapped in sequence through two fully connected layers
L2 and L3, with 128 and 256 units, respectively. Lastly,
L3 is mapped in parallel to NF layers with size NC and
NS layers with size 2 separately with full connection.
We denote these layers by a layer set L4. Batch nor-
malization and ReLU activation function are applied
in sequence for all the layers except for the layers in
L4. The layers in L4 are first activated by a Gumbel-
Softmax [16] function and then concatenated to be the
output enhancement feature, i.e., x˜.
A real enhancement feature x is composed of many
one-hot vectors, as detailed in Sec. 4.2. Thus, the goal
of the generator is to generate a vector x˜ of a similar
form to x. There are a few options to achieve this by
activating the layers in L4, as listed below. For sim-
plicity, we illustrate each option with a specific layer
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Fig. 3 The architecture of our generator (a) and discriminator (b). A Gumbel-Softmax module is introduced in the generator,
as highlighted by the red box in (a).
l ∈ L4, which has NC units and is highlighted by the
yellow box in L4 of Fig 3(a). We denote the activation
output of l by c˜, which should ideally be one-hot.
Softmax. The most straightforward way is to apply
the Softmax activation for l. It converts l to a prob-
ability vector pi, where
∑
i pii = 1. pi is a probability
distribution over the color clusters of the correspond-
ing furniture category. Fig. 4(a) shows three samples
when using pi as c˜ directly where NC = 3. Since these
vectors c˜ are very different from one-hot vectors, when
concatenating them together to form x˜, it will be quite
easy for the discriminator to distinguish x˜ from the real
enhancement feature vector x. As a result, the discrim-
inator stops improving at an early stage, which further
leads to inadequate training for the generator since its
loss is defined by the output of the discriminator. To en-
force the one-hot form, we can further apply an argmax
operation after the Softmax activation. However, this
operation is non-differentiable thus will block the back-
propagation for training. Therefore, neither option can
be used directly for activating l.
Gumbel-Softmax. Unlike the above options, Gumbel-
Softmax [16] activation retains the differentiability
while having the ability to generate reasonable one-hot-
like vectors. Specifically, we draw NC standard Gum-
bel random variables in sequence and denote the set
by {gk | k = 1, . . . , NC} where gk = −log(−log(uk))
with uk drawn from Uniform(0, 1) [14]. Then, c˜ can
be obtained by specifying each element in it as follows:
c˜k =
exp(log(pik + gk)/τ)∑NC
i=1 exp(log(pii + gi)/τ)
k = 1, . . . , NC . (1)
τ ∈ (0,∞) is a temperature hyperparameter to con-
trol how likely the generated vector is one-hot. As τ
becomes larger, both c˜ and the expectation of c˜, E(c˜),
get closer to a uniform vector. As τ approaches 0, c˜ be-
comes a one-hot vector and E(c˜) becomes closer to pi.
For example, in Fig. 4(b), when E(c˜) = [0.7, 0.25, 0.05]
and τ = 0.1, the proportions of the three types of c˜
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Fig. 4 Illustration for different activation functions. Assume
that the expected value for c˜, E(c˜) = [0.7, 0.25, 0.05]. (a) are
vectors of applying Softmax, which are far from one-hot. In
(b), the vectors are not exactly but are very close to one-hot
by applying Gumbel-Softmax (τ = 0.1).
are roughly 70%, 25% and 5%, respectively. Each type
has a max value close to 1 at different dimensions. Al-
though these vectors are fuzzy and are still not strictly
one-hot, they are reasonably close to the one-hot form
so can better ‘fool’ the discriminator than the Softmax
output.
5.1.2 Discriminator
The discriminator has a similar architecture to the
generator. The difference is that there is no Gumbel-
Softmax module and the last layer has only one unit.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), it takes a style vector condition
w and an enhancement feature vector x as input, and
outputs a value indicating the conformance of x to the
style(s) defined by w. Batch normalization and a Leaky
ReLU activation function with a leak rate of 0.2 are ap-
plied for all the layers except for the last layer. For the
conditional Wasserstein GAN (cWGAN) structure, the
last layer is taken directly as the output, f(x | w). For
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comparison, we also construct baseline methods based
on the original conditional GAN (cGAN) structure by
additionally applying the sigmoid activation function
for the last layer and obtain p(x | w). Both output val-
ues can be interpreted as how real the input x is con-
ditioned on w with the exception that the former is a
probability while the latter is the Earth-Mover (EM)
distance [2] between the real and ‘fake’ distributions.
5.2 Loss function
We reformulate the critic loss fromWasserstein GAN [2]
under a style vector conditionw with a gradient penalty
cost introduced in [13]. The objective loss function is
defined as follows:
L = Ez∼Pz,w∼Pw [D(G(z | w) | w)] −
E(x,w)∼Pdata [D(x | w)] +
λExˆ∼Pxˆ [(||∇xˆD(xˆ | w)||2 − 1)
2]
(2)
The first two terms account for the critic loss, which
evaluates how realistic the scene enhancement features
are and how well they are consistent with the style de-
fined by the style vector w. Pz and Pw are the prior dis-
tributions for the input noise z and the style vector w,
respectively. We use the uniform distribution for both
distributions. The last term accounts for the gradient
penalty loss. Pxˆ is the implicit interpolated distribu-
tion defined by uniformly sampling along straight lines
between pairs of points from the real data distribution
Pdata, and the ‘fake’ data distribution Pg assumed by
the generator G. Specifically, xˆ = tx + (1 − t)x˜ with t
uniformly sampled between 0 and 1, where x˜ ∼ Pg is a
scene enhancement feature generated by the generator,
i.e., x˜ = G(z | w). λ is the weight of gradient penalty
and is set to 0.1 in our experiments.
For comparison, we use the following objective func-
tion for training the baseline methods using cGAN:
min
G
max
D
E(x,w)∼Pdata [logD(x | w)] +
Ex˜∼Px˜,w∼Pw [log(1−D(x˜ | w))]
(3)
Although we use D(·) in both Eq. 2 for cWGAN
structure and Eq. 3 for cGAN structure, it returns
f(x | w) for the former and returns p(x | w) for the
latter, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
5.3 Training
We implement our SSE-GAN in PyTorch 0.4.0 and
train it on an NVIDIA Titan 1080Ti GPU. Both gener-
ator (G) and discriminator (D) are trained using Adam
optimizer [17] with the minibatch size of 64 for 500
epochs. The learning rate of 0.0002 is used for both net-
works. It takes 4 hours to train SSE-GAN under this
setting. During the training process, since each image
is attached with only one style word, we use a one-hot
style vector as the condition for both G and D.
5.4 Enhancement feature generation
As our model has learned the distribution of scene en-
hancements conditioned on all the styles, both single or
mixed stylistic enhancements can be generated with en-
hancement feature vectors x˜ sampled from the trained
generator. However, the obtained x˜ is not yet strictly in
multi-one-hot form. Thus, a further argmax operation
is applied to x˜ in a segment-wise manner regarding the
definition of the enhancement feature vector in Sec. 4.2.
Afterwards, the converted feature vector is decoded and
used to enhance the input scene as described in Sec. 4.4.
6 Experimental results
We first evaluate the effectiveness of SSE-GAN by some
evaluation metrics in Sec. 6.1. Then, we show a few
scene enhancement applications enabled by SSE-GAN
in Sec. 6.2. Lastly, we compare our work with an exist-
ing enhancement generation work [33] in Sec. 6.3.
6.1 Network structures
We first revisit a few sample-based evaluation metrics,
and then use them for evaluating different models.
6.1.1 Evaluation metrics
We use three metrics introduced in [32], including
1NN accuracy [19], Wasserstein distance and Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [3]. To capture the depen-
dencies between different categories, we include another
metric from [4], which we refer to as the Leave-one-out
category prediction accuracy distance (LOO-CPAD).
For completeness, we revisit the four metrics as below.
We denote the real distribution and the generated
distribution of enhancement feature vectors by Pdata
and Pg, respectively. During the training, in each epoch,
we generate m feature vectors using the current gener-
ator with a style vector w and m different noise vectors
as input. Then, we sample another m feature vectors
from the test data of the same style word. The two sets
are denoted by G ∼ Pg and R ∼ Pdata, respectively.
At last, the following metrics are measured for each
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style word separately, and the average metrics across
all words are reported as the evaluation scores.
1-NN accuracy. We train a 1-nearest neighbor clas-
sifier with a set composed of R and G, where R is
labeled as true and G is labeled as false. Ideally, a per-
fect generator should generate samples that are hard to
be differentiated from the real ones. Thus, the 1-NN ac-
curacy of classifying all the samples in R and G should
ideally be close to 50%.
The kernel MMD. It measures the dissimilarity of
two distributions for a kernel function k(·, ·), which is
approximated by the expectation over the distances of
samples from R and G:
MMD =
(
Ex,x′∈R,
x˜,x˜′∈G
[
k(x,x′)− 2k(x, x˜) + k(x˜, x˜′)
]) 12
We use ℓ1 distance for the kernel function in this paper.
Wasserstein distance. Since Pdata and Pg are discrete
distributions, their Wasserstein distance can be ob-
tained by solving an optimal transport problem, which
is referred to as Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD).
Leave-one-out category prediction accuracy dis-
tance (LOO-CPAD). Each enhancement feature is
composed of multiple one-hot vectors, with each repre-
senting the cluster for a furniture category or a small
object category. We train a multi-class classifier for each
category to predict its cluster. The dimensions from
the rest categories are used as the feature. Since there
are in total NF + NS categories, an accuracy vector
a ∈ RNF+NS can be obtained. We train two sets of
classifiers separately on the training set Tr-Syn and
G, respectively, and obtain two accuracy vectors on test
data, atrain and aG. The mean squared error of atrain
and aG is reported as the LOO-CPAD metric.
Except for the 1-NN accuracy (desired to be 50%),
a lower score for the other three metrics indicates that
the two distributions are more similar.
6.1.2 Comparison of network structures
Fig. 5 compares the four metrics during training among
different combinations of cGAN or cWGAN and the
activation function of Softmax or Gumbel-Softmax. As
observed in Fig. 5, applying Gumbel-Softmax on either
cGAN or cWGAN achieves better metrics (lower val-
ues) than applying the original Softmax. This is because
Softmax produces probability vectors that are very dif-
ferent from the one-hot form which can be easily de-
tected by the discriminator. With Gumbel-Softmax ap-
plied (red and orange lines), compared to cGAN, cW-
GAN is better on 1-NN accuracy and slightly better
on MMD. For Wasserstein distance, although the two
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Fig. 6 Impact of the temperature parameter for Gumbel-
Softmax. Temperature of 0.1 is used in this paper.
models are similar in values, the value for cWGAN is
more stable than cGAN. Therefore, we use cWGAN
with Gumbel-Softmax as the structure for our proposed
SSE-GAN.
Temperature for Gumbel-Softmax. The hyper-
parameter of temperature τ for Gumbel-Softmax con-
trols how likely the output vector is one-hot. We plot
the metrics for SSE-GAN trained with different values
of temperature. As shown in Fig. 6, our model is not
very sensitive to the choice of τ as long as it is not too
large. In our experiments, τ is set to 0.1.
6.2 Scene enhancement results
With the trained generator G, various enhancements
can be generated by feeding G a style vector and differ-
ent noise vectors. Although the style vectorw is one-hot
during training, where each dimension corresponds to
girl, boy, romantic and modern, respectively, we relax it
to be a vector in R4 in the evaluation for mixed styles.
Single stylistic enhancements. When w is one-
hot, it represents a single style. Using one-hot w and
different noise vectors, we can produce various scene en-
hancements of single styles. Fig. 7 shows the enhance-
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(a) Girl
(b) Boy
(c) Romantic
(d) Modern
Fig. 7 Enhancements of single styles. (a) and (b) are en-
hancements for a bedroom of style girl and boy. (c) and (d)
are for a living room of style romantic and modern.
ment results for a bedroom enhanced by girl and boy in
the first two rows, and for a living room enhanced by
romantic and modern in the last two rows. The style of
the enhancements in each row is successfully possessed
by the relevant small object categories and furniture
colors. For example, in Fig. 7(b), the small object cate-
gories basketball and gamepads are placed in the room
for the boy style. In Fig. 7(d), black and white colors are
selected for coloring the wall and sofa for the modern
style. Moreover, diverse enhancements are enabled by
providing the generator with different noise vectors, as
indicated by the different enhancements shown in the
first and second columns in Fig. 7.
Mixed stylistic enhancements. Mixed stylistic
enhancements can be generated by a ‘two-hot’ style
vector w. Fig. 8 shows the enhancement results gen-
erated by using four different style combinations as the
style condition for two indoor scenes. For each scene
and each style combination, two different noise vectors
are used as the input for the generator. As indicated by
the two-hot style vector, two styles are simultaneously
possessed by each enhancement in Fig. 8. For exam-
ple, in Scene A1 of ‘girl+romantic’, the furniture colors
tend to be purple, which is correlated to romantic in
our dataset, and small object categories related to girl
such as make up and doll are placed in the room.
A user study is carried out to investigate whether
the style of the generated enhancements is consistent
with human perception. Specifically, 25 participants
were asked to choose one out of the four style combina-
tions for each enhancement in Fig. 8. The percentage of
their choice for each enhancement is reported in Fig. 9.
The bars are grouped into four according to the style
combination used for generating the enhancements by
our method, as indicated by the label above each group
in Fig. 9. Ideally, the percentages of the style combina-
tion in the label of each group should dominate over the
others. The corresponding enhancements in each group
are shown in each row of Fig. 8.
As illustrated in Fig. 9, for the three combina-
tions girl+romantic, girl+modern and boy+modern,
the choice for the corresponding option consistently
takes up the largest proportion among all the four op-
tions. It indicates that the enhancements generated by
these style combinations are recognized as the same
style combination by most participants in the user
study. However, for the enhancements generated by
boy+romantic, as shown in the third row of Fig. 8 and
in the third group of Fig. 9, participants have difficulty
in choosing between boy+romantic and boy+modern,
which have similar proportions. We attribute this to
the fact that compared to the other three combina-
tions, boy+romantic is less common in our real life.
Moreover, a scene possessed by boy style is naturally
carrying some modern elements, e.g., both styles tend
to have darker colors. Thus, provided a scene is recog-
nized as boy, people tend to specify the style of the scene
to be boy+modern rather than boy+romantic even if
the scene does contain romantic elements. For exam-
ple, although the enhancement for Scene B2 generated
by boy+romantic in Fig. 8 has a purple wall, it is still
recognized more as boy+modern, as indicated by the
last bar in the third group of Fig. 9.
Interpolation for style vectors.Moreover, we in-
vestigate the ability of our trained generator to produce
in-between enhancement results of two single styles
by applying the linearly interpolated vectors between
the two corresponding one-hot style vectors. Fig. 10(a)
shows the enhancement results generated by 5 style vec-
tors uniformly sampled along the line starting at the
style vector of girl, [1, 0, 0, 0], and ending at the style
vector of boy, [0, 1, 0, 0], with the step size of 0.25. Sim-
ilarly, the in-between enhancement results for romantic
and modern are shown in Fig. 10(b). As can be ob-
served in Fig. 10, the enhancements from left to right
gradually change from one style to another.
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Fig. 8 Mixed stylistic scene enhancements of four different style combinations for two different indoor scenes.
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Fig. 9 Percentage of style combinations recognized by users
for scene enhancements. The label above each group is the
style combination used for generating the enhancements in
the group.
6.3 Comparison with [33]
Zhang et al. [33] proposed a framework that enhances
an input scene according to a single style word. As they
learned the relevance information of the enhancement
factors to each word for two room types separately, their
results were limited to one specific room type, i.e., ei-
ther a bedroom or a living room. In our work, we do not
use datasets dedicated to specific room types. Thus, our
approach can generate stylistic enhancements for more
complex indoor scenes regardless of the room type, as
shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
Moreover, their work allows only one style word as
input thus can merely generate enhancements of a sin-
gle style at a time. In our work, by capturing the dis-
tribution of scene enhancements conditioned on all the
styles, we are able to generate mixed stylistic enhance-
ments, as shown in Fig. 8, as well as in-between stylistic
enhancements, as shown in Fig. 10.
Lastly, even with the same input, our approach can
produce more diverse results than [33]. Specifically, [33]
introduced a submodular set function [24] to improve
the diversity of the enhancement results. It selects a
few samples from a large set of samples obtained by a
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler. When the target
number of results is small, their method is still able to
provide diverse results. However, when more results are
demanded, their method tends to sacrifice the relevance
to the input style word and choose different colors or
small object categories in order to achieve the diversity.
Fig. 11(a) shows the first, third and fifth enhancements
selected by the submodular set function from their work
using the style word girl for a bedroom. While the first
and third enhancements (top 3) are still relevant to the
word girl, the fifth enhancement (top 5) is less relevant
as a result of improper furniture colors, e.g., the color
for the wall, and the occurrence of unrelated small ob-
ject categories such as skate shoes. In our method, di-
verse enhancements are generated by providing differ-
ent noise vectors as the input for the trained generator.
Fig. 11(b) shows three different enhancements gener-
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(a) In-between enhancement results for girl and boy.
(b) In-between enhancement results for romantic and modern.
Fig. 10 In-between enhancement results of two one-hot style vectors. (a) are the enhancement results generated by using 5
style vectors gradually changed from [1, 0, 0, 0] (completely girl) to [0, 1, 0, 0] (completely boy) with a step size 0.25. (b) are
those generated by style vectors sampled between [0, 0, 1, 0] (completely romantic) and [0, 0, 0, 1] (completely modern).
(a) (b)
Fig. 11 Comparison of the diversity of our approach and [33]
for the same input scene with the same style word girl. (a)
shows the 1st, 3rd and the 5th enhancements selected by [33].
(b) are 3 enhancements generated by our approach.
ated by our method for the same scene as Fig. 11(a)
using the same style word girl. They are relevant to the
style word while retaining the diversity.
7 Discussion and Future Work
There are a few promising directions that we would like
to explore in the future.
Firstly, although we take furniture colors and small
object categories as the main enhancement factors while
enhancing indoor scenes in this paper, our approach
can be generalized to include other factors. For exam-
ple, to include furniture shapes, we can first cluster 3D
instances in each furniture category by their 3D de-
scriptors such as LFD [5] or HKS [28]. Then, similar to
furniture colors, furniture shapes can be represented by
adopting the one-hot encoding on geometry clusters.
Secondly, our method is at the category level, so
it does not support different colors for multiple 3D in-
stances from the same furniture category. However, in
real life, some styles are possessed by using certain color
combinations for a specific furniture category. An at-
tempt could be to extend our method to the instance
level using the same methodology. However, it requires
a sufficiently larger dataset to enable the clustering op-
eration, which is not available at the current stage.
Thirdly, image-based feature representation can be
applied to encode different aspects of enhancement
styles so that convolutional neural networks can be well
adopted. For example, [29] and [34] use top-view ren-
dered images to encode the category or layout informa-
tion for the furniture objects in a scene. We can extend
their idea to encode information for scene styles in dif-
ferent channels of an image.
Lastly, the input style words are minimal due to
the inadequacy of the data, which leads to very limited
enhancement results. An option is to augment exist-
ing 3D indoor scene datasets [27] with stylistic anno-
tations. Moreover, the relationship between the style
words is not modeled in our approach. A possible im-
provement is to represent each style word with a contin-
uous vector learned with embedding methods such as
Word2Vec [22]. Therefore, users will not be limited to a
few fixed words and can use other semantically similar
words as input to generate stylistic scene enhancements,
e.g., using female instead of girl.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the stylistic scene enhance-
ment GAN (SSE-GAN) to generate mixed stylistic
scene enhancements. To enable the learning of SSE-
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GAN, we introduce an effective enhancement encod-
ing scheme, which represents different aspects of the
scene enhancement by an enhancement feature vector.
Moreover, to generate high fidelity scene enhancement
features, we introduce a novel Gumbel-Softmax mod-
ule to our generator network. The quantitative analysis
shows that our proposed SSE-GAN model is superior to
the baseline models regarding four evaluation metrics.
Moreover, scene enhancements of single, mixed and in-
between styles are plausibly generated, which justifies
that SSE-GAN has effectively modeled the distribution
of scene enhancements conditioned on different styles.
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